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ABSTRACT 
In many applications of vibration control, the 

circumstances of the application impose constraints on the 
energy available for the actuation of control forces. Semiactive 
dampers (i.e., viscous dampers with controllable coefficients) 
constitute the simplest example of such actuation in structural 
control applications. Regenerative Force Actuation (RFA) 
networks are an extension of semiactive devices, in which 
mechanical energy is first converted to electrical energy, which 
is then dissipated in a controllable resistive network. A fairly 
general class of semiactive and regenerative systems can be 
characterized by a differential equation which is bilinear (i.e., 
linear in state, linear in control input, but nonlinear in both). 
This paper presents a general approach to bilinear feedback 
control system design for semiactive and regenerative systems, 
which is analytically guaranteed to out-perform optimal linear 
viscous damping in stationary stochastic response, under the 
familiar Quadratic Gaussian performance measure. The design 
for full-state feedback and for the more practical case of noise
corrupted and incomplete measurements (i.e., output feedback) 
are separately discussed. Variants of the theory are shown to 
exist for other quadratic performance measures, including risk
sensitive and multi-objective frameworks. An illustrative 
application to civil engineering is presented. 

INTRODUCTION 
Semi active devices for structural control systems have 

been studied extensively within the context of automotive, 
aerospace, and civil applications since the 1970's [1-3]. Their 
main attraction is that their control forces are inherently 
dissipative, and the energy required for their operation is only 
that required for the sensory and intelligence systems. 
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Consequently, they are highly efficient and much more reliable 
than active systems. Conventional semi active systems use 
mechanical forcing devices such as variable-orifice dampers, 
controllable-friction devices, and switching systems. These 
devices allow the rate of energy dissipation to be regulated in 
real-time, based on sensory feedback measurements. Through 
proper feedback design, such control can often improve the 
system response over that attainable with purely passive 
devices. 

Some semi active devices have been proposed which 
dissipate energy electrically, using a transducer (such as an 
electric motor) to facilitate electromechanical energy 
conversion, and using controllable circuitry to regulate 
dissipation. A simple schematic for this approach, which is 
addressed in detail in [4] for an automotive application and in 
[5] for a civil application, is illustrated in Fig. la. From a 
mechanical point of view, such a system is equivalent to a 
system of continuously-variable dampers. 

The switching networks in Fig. la are realized using 
transistors which open and close different circuit paths to raise 
and lower the dissipation rate. As with mechanical switches, 
this mode of operation is highly efficient, requiring orders of 
magnitude less power than that which is transmitted through 
the network. As such, this mode of operation is similar to 
many other semiactive systems. However, it has a unique 
advantage in that if two or more devices are used to control a 
structure, their associated electronics may be connected such 
that electrical power can be transmitted from one actuator to 
another. Additionally, energy removed from the structure may 
be stored and reused. 

Such regenerative systems of forcing devices, called 
Regenerative Force Actuation (RFA) networks, have emerged 
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in several areas of mechatronics research, with investigations 
beginning in the automotive suspensions area in the mid-1990's 
[6-8]. An example of an RFA network is shown in Fig. Ib, 
which illustrates their two basic advantages. Because the 
electrical network is global among all actuators, it is possible to 
transmit energy between remote locations in a structure, in 
addition to providing dissipation. It is also possible to interface 
the structural system with a remote energy storage device (e.g., 
a flywheel), which allows for the energy removed from the 
main mechanical system to be stored and reused later. 
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Figure 1: Electromechanical realizations of 
semiactive (a) & regenerative (b) actuation 

In considering the application of such advanced actuation 
technology for structural control, the most fundamental 
question is whether the versatility afforded by the technology 
justifies the increased associated cost and maintenance issues, 
beyond those of simpler passive systems. For many advanced 
actuation technologies such· as semiactive devices and RF A 
networks, the answer to this question has as much to do with 
the feedback control law as it does with the physical 
limiatations of the device hardware. 

Yet most of the research effort in semiactive and 
regenerative actuation has been devoted to device design. 
Meanwhile, the feedback controller design techniques which 
have been proposed have been mostly heuristic; methods such 
as hysteretic, dissipation-based, and energy-based approaches. 
These techniques have gained acceptance in part because they 
are natural extensions of passive structural response control 
techniques. However, they do not lead to controllers which 
explicitly optimize meaningful global measures of dynamic 
structural performance, such as drifts, accelerations, etc. 
Although several ad-hoc control design methods (the most 
popular of which is "clipped-optimal" control [2]) have been 
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proposed which do incorporate such performance measures, 
they do not in general guarantee any bound on the level of 
performance actually attained. For structural control 
applications with few actuators and one dominant mode, such 
approaches are often sufficient to arrive, after a few design 
iterations, at a satisfactory controller. However, for systems 
with many actuators, irregular geometry, or complex dynamics, 
a more systematic design approach may be desirable. 

The methods discussed in the present study are sub
optimal Quadratic-Gaussian (QG) controllers; i.e., they do not 
yield controllers which attain the optimal level of QG 
performance in stationary response. However, they do produce 
controllers with easily-computable upper bounds on 
performance. Furthermore, they are analytically guaranteed to 
yield superior performance, in comparison to the case where 
the actuators are replaced with optimized viscous dampers. 
Investigations of semiactive controllers with a guaranteed 
performance bound were discussed for a single-device 
suspension system with full-state feedback by [9], and the 
research reported in the present analysis can be viewed as an 
extension of the "steepest descent" control algorithm proposed 
there. 

The design of fullstate feedback and for the more practical 
case of noise-corrupted and incomplete measurements (i.e., 
output feedback) are separately discussed. In the latter case 
both the actuator forces and velocities are assumed to be 
measured in the absence of noise, and are available as feedback 
signals. This assumption is reasonable for many control 
applications of semiactive or regenerative devices. 

The potential appeal of the controllers proposed here, 
which will be called Performance Guaranteed Controllers 
(PGCs), is that they are comparatively simple control laws. 
Indeed, they are structurally similar to clipped-optimal 
controllers, but with different formulas for the assignation of 
the parameters. Thus, the approach retains practicality for 
systems with many degrees of freedom and many actuators. 

Much of the research reported in this paper is addressed in 
greater detail in two forthcoming journal papers [10, 11 1. 
Consequently, in the interest of brevity, the theorems and 
lemmas are here presented without proof, and an attempt has 
been made to avoid theoretical nuance. 

NOMENCLATURE 
For a vector q and matrix Q, metrics IIql12 and IIqlloo refer to 

the Euclidean and infinity norms, and IIQII2 refers to the 

maximum singular value. Index notations qi and Qij will be 
used to refer to component i of vector q, and component {iJ} 
of matrix Q, respectively. 

For a time-valued vector function q(t)E~WX[O,7], q[tlhl is 
the set {q (t) : t E [t\ ,tJ}, P (q(t) Ie) is the probability density 

function of q(t) given information e, and E {q(t) 10} is the 

associated expectation. 
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The notation argmin {.} implies the minimizing argument, 
and tr { .} is the trace operator. { Q } ij and Q ij both denote 
element {iJ} of matrix Q. 

The most frequently-used symbols used in this paper are 
listed below: 
f Actuator foce vector 
v 
u 

s 

x 

i 
a 
n 
y 
z 
Z(t) 

Zo 
Cei 

Ce 

A,Bu,Ba 
CY' Dyu 
Cz, Dzu , Dzn 
J 

Actuator velocity vector 
Normalized actuator force; u = C~I/2f 

Normalized actuator velocity; s = C~I2V 

System state vector 
Unbiased estimate ofx (for output feedback) 
White noise input in the dynamical system 
Sensor noise in the measurements 
Vector of performance quantities 
Measurement vector (for output feedback) 
Time-varying bilinear control input 
Denotes time-invariant Z(t)=Zo , "it 
Maximum viscosity of actuator i 
Diagonal matrix with Ceii = Cei 

Coefficients in state-space diff. eq. 
Coefficients relating x and u to y 
Coefficients relating x, u, and n to z 
Quadratic cost function 

1. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS AND MODELING 

1.1 Semiactive & Regenerative Forcing Constraints 
Consider a controlled structure equipped with m actuators 

and define f = {jj "fm} T as the vector of actuator forces. Define 
v = {VI ". vm } T as the corresponding vector of relative actuator 
velocities. For semiactive, "variable damping" systems, each/; 
is constrained to a range of velocity-proportional forces; i.e., 

(1) 

in which Cd is the maximum effective viscous damping of each 
device. (For a variable-orifice damper, Cei is the viscous 
damping of the device with the orifice in its "closed" position. 
For an electromechanical semiactive device, Cei is the force
velocity ratio obtained by shorting the motor terminals.) 
Define the diagonal matrix C e as 

Ce = diag {ceI".cem } (2) 

and define the vector of normalized forces u(t) as 

(3) 

Similarly, define the normalized actuation velocity vector s(t) 
as 

In terms of these normalized quantities, (I) is equivalent to 

Ui
2(t) + ui(t)s, (t) ::; 0 

(4) 

(5) 
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It was shown in [8] that, like semiactive systems, RFA 
networks also exhibit velocity-dependent force limitations. 
Consider an m-device RF A network with force and velocity 
vectors f and v. (Note that any energy-storing elements, such 
as flywheels, may be incorporated into this system model as 
additional mechanical degrees of freedom.) The forces for RFA 
networks are limited by the single, global constraint 

(6) 

where C e is the same diagonal matrix as discussed above for 
semiactive systems. In terms ofu and s, (6) is 

uT (t)u(t) + u T (t)s(t)::; 0 (7) 

This quadratic equation has a useful graphical interpretation, as 
shown in Figure 2 for m=2. The feasible force region is a circle 
centered at a force vector equal to -'/z s. The boundary 
intersects with the origin of u-space in such a way as to be 
orthogonal to s. Also note that the dimensions of the region 
grow linearly with the magnitude of s. 

A comparison between constraints (5) and (7) makes clear 
the relationship between the two actuation systems in Fig. 1. 
For two systems constructed from the same hardware, the 
regenerative constraint is less restrictive than the semiactive 
constraint, because a single constraint is imposed on the entire 
network of actuators, whereas for semiactive systems the same 
constraint is imposed on each device separately. This is 
shown in Fig. 2, which illustrates that the semiactive feasible 
force region is rectangular, intersecting with the regenerative 
constraint boundary on the force axes. 

---

---+. 
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s 

Figure 2: Feasible force regions for regenerative and 
semiactive two-actuator systems 

Because semi active and regenerative systems are 
"controllable-dissipation" systems, it is useful to view them as 
damping systems in which the damping coefficients are the 
control variables. This type of control approach is sometimes 
called "bilinear" [12], because the actuator force in Eq. (8) is 
linear in structural state, linear in control input, but nonlinear in 
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both. Consider the relation of u(t) to set) through a controllable 
gain matrix Z(t), as 

u(t) = -Z(t)s(t) (8) 

Constraint (5) (for a semiactive system) or (7) (for a 
regenerative system) implies a constraint on the components of 
Z(t) which are feasible [13], expressed as 

semiactive 

regenerative 

{
12Zy(t) -11 ~ I 
Zij(t) = 0 

112Z(t) - 1112 ~ I 

i = j 
i * j (9) 

The RFA network imposes a less-restrictive constraint, 
requiring only that the maximum singular value of 2Z-1 be less 
than unity. This wider domain of Z matrices allows for RFA 
networks to impose non local and highly-asymmetric 
supplemental damping matrices on the structural systems. 

The domain in Z-space characterized by Eq. (9) will be 
denoted Z. Where it is necessary to differentiate between 
semi active and regenerative domains, Zs and ZR will be used. 

1.2 Dynamic System Model 
Consider the standard second-order model for a linear, 

stochastically-excited, controlled structure, i.e., 

MA(t) + Cil(t) + Ksq(t) = Ga(t) + Nu(t) (10) 

External input vector a(t) E 9i n
" is considered to be a zero-mean, 

stationary Gaussian white noise process, and G is normalized 
such that a(t) has spectral intensity <l>a = I. For this system, the 
standard state-space model is 

x(t) = Ax(t) + Baa(t) + B"u(t) (II) 

where x(t) E 9i" is the system state, which is normalized such 
that set) is related to x(t) by 

set) = B;, x(t) (12) 

In the bilinear control formulation, u(t) is related to x(t) 
through 

u(t) = -Z(t)B;, x(t) (13) 

for Z(t) E Z. Bringing together Eqs. (11) and (13) gives 

x(t)=(A-B"Z(t)B;,)x(t)+Baa(t) ,Z(t)EZ (14) 

1.3 Quadratic Performance Measure 
Let the system outputs by which closed-loop performance 

is to be assessed be denoted yet). It will be assumed that yet) is 
a linear function of control and state variables; i.e., 

yet) = Cvx(t) + Dyuu(t) = [C y - n,,,Z(t)B;,] x(t) (IS) 
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The design goal is to find a controller such that the mean
square integral 

I T 
¢(T) = - fyT (t)y(t)dt (16) 

To 

has favorable stochastic characteristics as T ~ 00. The 
performance measure used in this analysis will be the familiar 
Quadratic-Gaussian (QG) criterion, defined as 

J = lim E {¢(T)) 
T->ro 

(17) 

This performance criterion was chosen because it leads to the 
simplest analysis and controller derivation. However, as will 
be discussed later, analogous methods exist for other quadratic 
performance measures. 

Throughout this paper, the assumption will be made that 

D:n", > 0; i.e., that yet) is defined such that J penalizes all 

nonzero u(t). 

1.4 Optimal Constant-Z Design 
The simplest bilinear controller is a constant input; i.e., 

Z(t) = Zo, 'dt, where ZoEZ. In this case the control 
optimization problem reduces to a static output-feedback 
optimization over domain Z [13, 14]. 

THEOREM I: For the system (14), let ZoEZ be a constant 

matrix and assume A - B"ZoB;, is stable. Then 

where P obeys the Lyapunov equation 

0= [A-B"ZoB;,r P+ p[ A-B"ZoB;,] 

+[C y -n",ZoB;,r [C y - D,,,ZoB;,] 

Furthermore, 

:: = -2(B;,P<I>B" + Dr,,, [Cv - D",ZoB;,]<I>B,,) 
o 

where <I> obeys the Lyapunov equation 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

0= [A-B"ZoB;']<I> + <1>[ A-B"ZoB;.r +BaB: (21) 

Proof See [13]. 

Using (19)-(21), the optimum Zo may be found through the 
method of steepest descent, and the corresponding J can be 
evaluated from Zo by (18). The optimal values will be denoted 

Z~ and J~. 

Denote the optimal pairs {Z~,J~} for domains Zs and ZR as 

{Z~s ,J~s} and {Z~R ,J~R} ,respectively. Then, note that since 

Z~s is diagonal (Due to constraint (9) on domain Zs) and 
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constant, it can be realized by linear viscous damping. 
Quantity J~s is therefore the best performance achievable by 

viscous damping. Meanwhile, Z~R yields a J~R which is 

guaranteed to be below J~s' because Zs c ZR' The margin of 

improvement J~s -J~R afforded by the regenerative capability 

of the actuation network may be readily computed through Eq. 

(18), once Z~s and Z~R are known. 

2. STATE-FEEDBACK PGC'S 

2.1 Controller Design 
This section presents a memory less, full-state feedback law 

of the form x(t) H Z(t), for which J can be proved to possess 

an upper bound. Toward this end, the following lemma is 
instrumental. 

LEMMA 2: For linear system (11), let ZoEZ be a constant 

matrix with A - BuZoB~ stable. Then in stationary response, 

J = tr {B:PBa} + EIID}" (Kx - u )II~ 

-EIID}U (Kx + ZoB~ x)ll~ 

where P is defined as in (J 9) and K is d~fined as 

K = -[D~,D}"r [D~"Cy + B~pJ 

(22) 

(23) 

In linear control theory, variants of this lemma can be used 
to characterize all controllers achieving a given level of 
performance [15]. For the bilinear systems considered here, it 
can be used for a similar purpose, as illustrated by the 
following theorem, which gives the desired performance
guaranteed control law. 

THEOREM 3: For the control system in Eq. (14), let Z~ E Z 

be the optimal constant Z, and let J~ be its performance. Let 

P and K be determined by Eqs. (19) and (23) with Zo = Z~. 
Then the following control law 

Z(t) = aq~minllDm (K + ZB;,)x(t)II~ 
ZEZ -

attains the performance level 

J = tr{B:PBa} + EllDvu (K + ZB;' )xll~ 

-EIID", (K + Z~B;,)xll~ 
~tr{B~PBu} =Jo 

(24) 

(25) 

Control law (24) guarantees to out-perform the case with 
Z(t) = Z~. One can view this improvement in performance as 

arising from the instantaneous adjustment of Z(t) in response to 
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information about the current state of the system, such that at 
any given time t, the disparity between the two norms in (22) is 
maximized. Because J in Eq. (22) is referenced to a feasible 
control input, the difference in these norms can always be made 
negative. 

2.2 Resolving the clipping action 
The implementation of control law (24) requires, in general, the 
minimization of the quadratic quantity shown, over domain Z. 
As discussed in [10] and [11] it is more straight-forward to 
evaluate the minimizing u(t) = -Z(t)B;' x(t) directly. For this 

purpose define the linear feedback signal UL(t) as 

U L (t) = Kx(t) (26) 

Then the bilinear controller in Eq. (24) is equivalent to the 
formulation of control force u(t) as 

u(t) = ~gmin {liD yu (fi - uL (t) )ll~} (27) 
u feaSible 

where feasibility of fi is determined from Eq. (5) for 
semi active systems and Eq. (7) for RFA networks. Thus, u(t) 
tracks the linear feedback signal UL(t) if it is feasible, and if not 
UL(t) is "clipped" to the feasible region in such a way that the 
tracking error is instantaneously-optimized. Resolving this 
"clipping action" is a standard, straightforward optimization 
exercise. A general algorithm for resolving the clipping action 
for arbitrary Dyu is given in Ch. 6 of [18] and simple cases 
arising from assumptions on Dyu are briefly discussed in [10). 

3. OUTPUT FEEDBACK PGC'S 
Now, the case is considered in which the control system 

has access only to output data vector z(t) E 9{n" which 

contains incomplete and possibly noise-corrupted information 
regarding the system state. We assume that z(t) may be 
expressed as 

z(t) = C,x(t) + Dzuu(t) + Donn(t) 

= [C z - D",Z(t)B;' ] x(t) + Dznn(t) 
(28) 

where n(t) E 9{"" is the sensor noise, modeled as a stationary 

Gaussian white noise vector process. Dzn is normalized such 
that net) has spectral intensity <l>n = I. Furthermore, the 
following two assumptions are made: 
1) Correlation between n(t) and a(t) is not considered here, 

although the incorporation of this correlation does not 
substantively alter the ideas. 

2) In addition to any other noisy feedback signals, z(t) 
includes s(t) and u(t) with zero noise intensity; i.e., the 
rows of Dzn corresponding to these signals contain all 
zeros. 
For such a scenaro, we seek a feedback law of the form 

z[O, t] H Z(t), for which J can be shown to possess an upper 
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bound. Here, this is accomplished in a two-stage manner 
analogous to LQG control, by first designing an observer, and 
then designing a controller which operates on the observed 
system states. 

For this discussion, it will be assumed for convenience of 
presentation that the system states are partitioned as 

(29) 

where Bul is square and nonsingular. (This assumption can be 
made without loss of generality, so long as Bu has full column 
rank.) Because set) is known exactly, XI (t) = B~; set) is as 

well, and it is only necessary to estimate X2(t). 
It should be noted that observers for similar problems have 

been investigated in the context of semi active vehicle 
suspensions [16, 17], which employed asymptotically
convergent observers. However, these observers require very 
specific restrictions to be placed on the performance measure 
and the sensor locations. The present analysis applies to 
general circumstances. 

3.1 Observer Design 
In order for the controller and observer designs to be 

independent as in LQG control, the control problem must be 
framed such that it exhibits certainty-equivalence. In the 
present context, this requirement imposes the condition that the 
estimated state vector should be unbiased, with respect to its 
error residual. As will be shown below, this requires that the 
observer be designed in a specific way. 

From the classical theory of linear, time-invariant 
stochastic observers, if u[O,t] is known precisely then x(t) can 
be estimated as from data z[O,t] through the observer 

i(t) = Ax(t) + B"u(t) + F (z(t) - C5(t) - Dz"u(t)) (30) 

where F is any matrix such that A-Fez is stable. Although the 
resultant vector x2 (t) could be used as an estimate for xit), its 

error residual r2 (t) = x2 (t) - x2 (t) is in general biased with 

respect to x2 (t) and XI(t). Note that here, this bias cannot be 

removed through optimization (i.e., by designating F as the 
optimal Kalman gain). Because u and s are assumed to be 
known with certainty, Dzn is singular and as such, the resultant 
optimization problem is ill-posed. However, so long as F is 
chosen such that A-Fe is stable, this bias may be "subtracted 
off' to obtain an unbiased estimate x2 (t). Lemma 4 below 

illustrates how to do this. 

LEMMA 4: In stationary response, the probability density 
P(X2 (t) I x(t), XI (t)) is Gaussian, with mean x2 (t) equal to 

~12 x(t~ (31) - ]~I [_ ] 
S22 xJt) - XI (t) 
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and with time-invariant covariance matrix Sr2 equal to 

(32) 

where the Sy matrices are computed from the algebraic 

Lyapunovequation 

0=[ : 

FC ]T 
A-F~z (33) 

Lemma 4 applies to observers with any stabilizing F in 
Eq.(30). Thus, F can be chosen independently, to satisfy other 
constraints that may exist for control system design. One 
simple approach is to choose F as the Kalman gain 
corresponding to a problem with more sensor noise than 
actually exists. To do this, consider the introduction of 
additional, fictitious noise into Eq. (28) for z(t); i.e., 

zflc (t) = Czx(t) + Dzuu(t) + Dznn(t) + D~cnflc (t) (34) 

where the "fic" superscript is to remind us that the new noise 
term is a fictitious construct used only to design F. As with the 
actual sensor noise, nfic is assumed to be unit-intensity white

noise, and D~~ determines the correlation and intensity of this 

noise. The optimal (i.e., Kalman) F for this case is then 

(35) 

where stic obeys the algebraic Riccati equation 

o = BaB~ + ASflc + Sflc AT 

_SflceT [D DT + DflCDflcTJ~L C Sflc 
z zntn znzn z 

(36) 

It is well-known that as D~~D~~T is increased, the bandwidth 

of the resultant observer tends to decrease, thus allowing for 
indirect controller bandwidth design. 

3.2 Controller Design 
Having constructed an unbiased observer, the development 

of a control algorithm analogous to that of Theorem 3 follows 
directly. 

THEOREM 5: For the control system (14) with measurement 
outputs (28), let Z~, J~, P and K be defined as in Theorem 3. 
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Assume that u(t) and set) in (12) and (13) are contained in z(t) 
and are measured without noise. Let the system states be 
partitioned as in (29), and let Xz (t) be related to x(t) through 

(31). Then the control law 

attains the performance level 

J = tr{B:PBa} + EIIDy" ( K[BE s]+ Zs JI[ 

-EIIDy" ( K[B~:S]+z~sI (38) 

The mathematical structure of the control law (37) is the 
same as the full-state PGC from Theorem 3 except that Xz is 

used here in place of X2, which was there assumed to be known. 
Thus, the output-feedback PGC above exhibits certainty
equivalence. 

The implementation of control law (37) can be performed 
in a similar way to the output feedback case by evaluating the 
minimizing u(t)=-Z(t)s(t) directly. 

4. EXAMPLE 
Consider the two-story shear building example shown in 

Fig. 3. Each 80-ton floor is 20m on all sides, with a radius of 
gyration of 8.61 m. The flexural story stiffnesses in both lateral 
directions is 9xlO4 kN/m, and the torsional stiffness of a story 
is 7.08x109 Nmlrad. The eccentricities between the mass and 
stiffness centers in both floors in x- and y-directions are 0.125 
and 0.075 respectively. Modal damping equal to 2% is assumed 
for all modes. The lowest three natural frequencies are 17.6, 
20.7, and 25.0 rad/s. 

The building model is subjected to earthquake excitation in 
the x and y directions. This excitation is modeled as two 
independent, stationary stochastic processes, with second-order 
Kanai-Tajimi spectra. The states for the earthquake model are 
appended to the structural states to form a 16-state earthquake
structure simulation model. 

Figure 3: Example structure 
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In [10, 11], this structural model is used to demonstrate at 
length the efficacy of a number of PGC strategies. The 
discussion here reflects only some of those observations. The 
control actuators are placed between the ground and the first 
floor. For the purpose of demonstration, it is assumed that the 
first floor of the structure is a large open area (such as a lobby) 
with windows on two adjacent sides and that consequently, for 
aesthetic reasons, actuators may only be placed in plane with 
the two remaining sides of the lower bay as shown. Both 
actuators are modeled identically, with Cei = 107 kg/so 
Electromechanical device realizations similar to those in Fig. I 
are assumed. Both semiactive and regenerative realizations 
will be considered in this example. The RFA network will not 
be assumed to have an energy-storage element included, as it 
was found that for this example, the ability of the RFA network 
to transmit energy between the different degrees of freedom 
was the more critical asset for response reduction. 

The output performance variables are taken as the 
structural drifts at the comer furthest from the center of 
stiffness, and the absolute accelerations at the center of mass of 
both floors in both x- and y- directions. Thus, 

yet) = [ Wd [dlx (I) dly (I) d2x (t) dly (t) J... 
wa[aIX(t) alv(l) a2 Jt) a1y (t)JT 

(39) 

where quantities Wd and Wa are design weights which will be 
used to adjust the relative tradeoff between drifts and 
accelerations for the controller design. 

For each performance ratio, four control cases are 
presented here: PGC's with semiactive and regenerative 
actuation, and Constant-Z designs with semiactive and 
regenerative constraints. These will be refferred to as PGS, 
PGR, CZS, and CZR cases. The performance of these control 
systems will be measured relative to the CZS case, i.e., the 
marginal improvement afforded by the control system over 
optimal linear viscous damping. The reasoning is that viscous 
dampers are much simpler and cheaper than controllable 
devices, and the improvement in performance afforded by these 
devices should justify the increased cost. Thus, Jczs is useful 
as a benchmark by which all other fs can be judged. 

Both state- and output-feedback controllers are considered 
in this example. For the output-feedback controllers, sensor 
feedback vector z(t) was taken to be only the actuator velocities 
and control forces, which are assumed to be measured in the 
absence of noise. Thus, Dzn = O. 

Gain F must be designed for the output-feedback observer 
in Eq.(30) . This will be done in the manner described 
following Lemma 4, through the design of a Kalman filter with 

fictitious sensor noise matrix D;: = d;:'cl z , where scalar d:;'c 

can be designed to achieve acceptable transient characteristics 
for the filter. Here, two designs are considered, with 
successively-more restnctIve limitations on controller 

bandwidth. These designs correspond to d:;'c values of 
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0.5xlO·4 and 3.75xlO'3, and result in observers with maximum 
pole moduli of 100 and 10Hz, respectively. 
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Figure 4: Performances of semiactive (a) and 
regenerative (b) PGC's for example 1 

Fig. 4 shows J for semiactive and regenerative POC's, 
evaluated over a range of design weight ratios WalWd. Data for 
both state-feedback and output-feedback POC's are shown . 
For the state-feedback case, is is clear that over the entire range 
of walwd values, the controller designs consistently out-perform 
optimal viscous damping (the CZS case) for both semiactive 
and regnerative controllers. Also as predicted, the regenerative 
controllers consistently yield an improvement in performance 
which is bounded by the ratio JCZRIJCZS. Thus, regenerative 
systems out-perform optimal viscous damping by a computable 
margin. 

Output-feedback controllers are given for the two observer 
designs. It is clear that, as d~c is made to decrease to zero, the 

performances of the various controller designs become close to 
that of the full-state design and that for finite d jic the , zn ' 

departure from the performance of the full-state POC is 
relatively consistent over the performance metrics considered. 
No matter how SUb-optimal the observer may be (i.e., no matter 
how large d~c is made), the resultant output-feedback POC 

will always adhere to the same guaranteed performance 
margins as the state-feedback controller. However, 
improvement in performance beyond this guaranteed margin 
typically diminishes with tighter restrictions on observer 
bandwidth. 

5. EXTENSIONS TO OTHER CONTROL PROBLEMS 
There are many other control problems for which variants 

of POC methods exist. Here, we briefly discuss three such 
extensions. However, in the interest of brevity, discussion of 
each of these approaches is limited to qualitative observations. 
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5.1 Noisy Velocity and Force Measurements 
It is straight-forward to apply these methods to problems 

for which the noise assumptions for the system outputs z are 
different from those made here. One example is the case where 
both the actuator velocities s and forces u are assumed to be 
measured in the presence of noise, but where the bilinear 
control input Z can be assumed to be known with certainty. 

It turns out that the development POC's for this case 
follow in an even more straight-forward manner than the case 
considered in this paper, and are presented in detail in [10]. 
The resultant control law is similar to (37), but the 
minimization is performed on two norms instead of just one. 
The first of these is analogous to the norm in (37), and its 
minimization reflects the effort of the controller to reduce the 
response magnitude beyond the constant-Z case, assuming the 
state estimate to be accurate. The second norm in the 
minimization is a function of Z and the time-varying error 
covariance of the system state estimate. The presence of this 
term reflects the effort of the controller to adjust Z so as to 
obtain a better state estimate. Thus, by minimization of a 
summation of both these norms, the controller is required to 
balance the dual roles of achieving better control and better 
observation. Such dual control objectives are common in 
nonlinear and adaptive control and arise in many problems, 
such as this one, where certainty-equivalence cannot be 
assumed. 

A more challenging problem concerns the case where the 
control forces u are measured in the absence of noise and are 
prescribed directly by the control system, but where uncertainty 
exists for s. This case is problematic because it is impossible 
for the controller to impose constraints (5) or (7) on u if s is 
uncertain. Preliminary research in this are shows that POC's 
exist for very specific circumstances, but a general synthesis 
remains elusive. 

5.2 Problems Related to Risk-Sensitive Control 
For "7) as defined in (16), the risk-sensitive peformance 

measure exponentially penalizes large values of "7), thus 
assigning disproportional preference to controllers which 
produce distributions for "7) with smaller mass in the tails. 
Specifically, our interest is in the limiting case as T ~ 00, which 
can be expressed as 

H(y) = lim+ln{ E{exp[y¢(T)]}} 
T---+"X" 

(40) 

where y > 0 is a design parameter which reflects the degree of 
risk-averseness for the performance measure. 

Extensive research has been conducted on the optimization 
of feedback controllers for minimal H(n. It has been shown 
that this control problem exhibits a kind of certainty
equivalence similar to LQO control (which, in fact, 
corresponds to the limiting case as y ~ 0). Connections exist 
to the Hro optimal control problem, which may be interpreted as 
the derivation of the risk-sensitive controller yielding the 
largest admissible y. 
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Semiactive and regenerative PGC's can be designed which 
yield a guaranteed risk-sensitive and H"" margins. This is done 
in [18], for the Hro case. 

5.3 Multi-Objective Control Problems 
The controllers presented in this paper have been designed 

to guarantee a level of scalar performance. However, an 
interesting question concerns whether the method can be 
extended so as to guarantee satisfaction of a set of quadratic 
performance measures. It is straight-forward to show that this 
can be done through proper use of Linear Matrix Inequalities 
(LMI's) [19]. 

CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has presented a systematic approach to the 

design of nonlinear control laws for a general class of 
controllably-dissipative systems involving semiactive and/or 
regenerative actuators. The method's appeal lies in its 
guaranteed performance margins for closed-loop response, 
which sets it apart from many other control design approaches 
for these systems. For systems with complex dynamics, this 
may prove a useful design tool. Although the approach was 
presented here in the context of Quadratic-Gaussian stochastic 
control, the strategy appears to be quite general and applicable 
in several other contexts. 
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